
Contextual Intelligence 360 
for Medical Science Liaisons
Foster richer scientific exchange and ensure the right patients have 
access to your therapies with AI-powered insights and guidance

Contextual Intelligence 360 is a modular solution composed of Aktana’s market-leading SaaS platform, a powerful, 
AI-driven optimization engine, and three key offerings that help medical teams understand HCP preferences, 
create impactful engagements and optimize the entire customer experience across channels. Designed to scale, 
companies can adopt what they need, when they need it, moving at the pace of their business. 

Customer Journey
Management

HCP 
Engagement AI

Understand and predict the 
most relevant information for 

each thought leader.

Create, manage and optimize AI-driven engagement strategies

Synthesize all data sources and lay the foundation for rapid, scalable global deployments

Develop dynamic KOL 
engagement programs that align 

with therapeutic area strategy

Cross-team 
Empowerment

Deliver omnichannel intelligence 
and enable compliant 

coordination to your field teams.



HCP Engagement AI
Developed specifically for life sciences, Aktana’s pre-built 

machine learning modules help medical teams identify 
thought leader preferences for content, channels and 

engagement timing—dynamically and at scale.

Customer Journey 
Management

Aktana Customer Journey Management pairs an intuitive journey-
building tool with an extensive template library to help medical 
teams develop compelling programs that build their network, 

engage thought leaders and align with therapeutic area strategy.

Work from a single source 
of truth
Synthesize all third-party data 
sources and past interaction 
history into a single source of 
truth that’s updated daily, saving 
MSLs from time-consuming 
manual research.

Streamline pre-engagement 
planning
Highlight relevant topics for 
discussion based on recent 
commercial interactions as well 
as participation in events, clinical 
trials, publications, grants and 
patents and more.

Foster richer scientific 
exchange
Surface recently fulfilled 
medical inquiries to help MSLs 
understand areas of interest, 
patient population details and 
potential data gaps

Draw from a domain-
specific library
Access the industry’s largest 
library of pre-defined customer 
experiences and workflows, 
built exclusively for life sciences 
teams.

Quickly build engagement 
plans 
Drag and drop simple widgets 
for actions, decision points and 
timing to build out dynamic KOL 
engagement strategies.

See rapid time to value 
Radically reduce time to value for 
new Next Best Experience (NBE) 
programs, while still retaining 
the ability to adjust, expand and 
refine over time.

AI-powered insights and guidance eliminate the need for manual information gathering

Customer Journey Creator



Cross-team Empowerment
Give MSLs visibility into recent thought-leader interactions 

with sales and marketing, clinical trial liaisons and other 
customer-facing teams to ensure enterprise-wide engagement 

is seamless, relevant and HCP-centric—all while maintaining 
the necessary firewall between medical and commercial.

Contextual Intelligence Engine
Aktana’s AI-powered optimization engine finds the best possible action, 

across all channels, to create high-value experiences for every HCP. 
Layering AI with human insight, the Contextual Intelligence Engine pulls out 
the critical context from every interaction to make those that follow more 

relevant, responsive and effective.

Stay current with 
commercial activities 
Notify MSLs when Sales and 
HQ are presenting new brand 
materials to anticipate potential 
questions and inform future 
discussions.

Refine brand strategy 
Capture and analyze thought 
leader insights to continuously 
improve brand and therapeutic 
area strategy. 

Increase engagement with 
existing tools 
Build trust and drive adoption 
with seamless workflow 
integrations into your medical 
CRM and transparent AI that 
continuously learns from every 
interaction.

Understand the “why” 
Arm users with clear explanations for each 
recommendation. Anticipate the impact of AI before you 
deploy to scale with A/B testing and intuitive reports that 
clearly link configurations with outcomes

Optimize for omnichannel
Deliver the personalized experience KOLs expect—no 
matter who initiates the conversation—with cross-
channel optimization that works for both push and pull 
engagement strategies.

Ensure customer engagement is seamless, relevant and HCP-centric with 
compliant coordination across customer-facing teams. 

AI-Driven Optimization - Understand the “why” behind each suggestion



Aktana Platform
Aktana’s enterprise-grade SaaS platform integrates all data 

sources, analytics and third-party systems while embedding the 
latest security technology to keep data safe. Aktana connects 

the individual pieces of the life sciences tech stack to ensure the 
entire omnichannel ecosystem runs smoothly and scales easily.

Build an intelligence 
ecosystem
Embed intelligence across the 
omnichannel ecosystem with 
native integrations for your 
marketing automation platform, 
customer data platform, medical 
CRM, data warehouse and other 
key systems.

Integrate all sources of 
insight
Incorporate any kind of raw 
or processed data—including 
internal analytic models—with 
standardized transformation 
templates and available APIs.

Design for scale
Reduce management costs and 
accelerate time to value across 
brands and franchises with 
Aktana’s modular architecture.

Streamline pre-engagement planning and foster richer scientific exchange.

Streamline pre-engagement planning 
and foster richer scientific exchange.

Contact our team to see what Aktana can do for you.

www.aktana.com     1.888.707.3125     sales@aktana.com


